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MYRA CHENG & VIVIAN HUANG; GRADE 6
The Cadenza of Life
Mrs. White looked down on her roster to see which name was next. The words stumbled
over her tongue, “Paige Harper?” In small print next to the name, there were two words that made
Mrs. White nervous - Special Needs.
There was a moment of silence, and then a small bird-like sound came from a short girl
sitting in the back of the room. The small group of people waiting to sing giggled nervously, but
Mrs. White silenced them with a look from her icy blue eyes.
“Please come up. What song will you be singing for your audition today?”
Again, only a chirp.
Mrs. White repeated it twice with growing frustration. Finally, she growled, “Look, if you’re
not going to perform, please leave. There are others that are waiting.”
Paige turned white and whispered something inaudible about privacy. I can do this, and nobody’s
going to be sad. She cleared her throat and sang an amazing soprano rendition of Growth, complete
with the multiple trills that made the song notorious for beginning vocalists.
Mrs. White watched, speechless. How could this shy, scrawny girl have such a beautiful and
full voice?
♫
It was choir. The dreaded word had plagued Paige’s mind all morning. Choir with that nasty
teacher, Mrs. White, who thought she couldn’t amount to anything. Paige would prove her wrong,
no matter what it took.
Only half of the class was there when she got there, mostly eighth graders and a handful of
seventh graders - she was the only sixth-grader. No one wanted to sit next to Paige, the weird girl
who looked like she belonged in elementary school.
“Okay, today we will be doing very basic vocal warm-ups, then I’ll give everybody a chance
to solo. After that, we’ll decide what part goes to whom for the upcoming play.”
Paige’s heart beat fast. What if my singing was the worst? What if I got stage fright and everyone laughs
at me? What if Mrs. White accidentally gave me the bass part? As I listened to the girl next to me singing a
song from Wicked, I grew more and more nervous.
Mrs. White rummaged in her pile of papers and pulled out a piece of sheet music for Paige.
She had given her a cadenza, the part of the music where the singer had to improvise. Why? Was she
trying to embarrass Paige after that catastrophe at the audition, where she, in her opinion, had sung a
terrible version of Growth?
♫
The evil Mrs. White surprised Paige by reading out the parts, “The bass will be Rowan
Thomas. As our main baritone is out sick, there will be no baritone voices. Therefore, I have two
extra tenor parts and....”
Paige droned her voice out, expecting nothing.
“Last but not least, congratulations to Paige Harper as the soprano solo.” Her heart skipped
a beat. “Please sing a bit of it, so I can make sure that you are okay for it.”
Paige blanked out and remembered the sunlit day in the forest…
We were going on a picnic, and I had gotten lost. Strangely, I didn’t feel scared at all. I was picking daisies to
weave for Mommy and Daddy when out of the blue, a mockingbird flew onto my hand and trilled a sweet melody. I
was exhilarated. I had never, in my short 4-year-old life, ever heard such a pretty sound. Tentatively, I copied it, and it
trilled back another short trill. This went on for a couple of minutes until it suddenly flew away.
I woke up in the hospital that day. Apparently, I had tried to follow it, and ended up tripping over a tree
root and smashing my face against a rock. When I was finally allowed home, I realized that Daddy had left. He had
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gotten into a fight with Mommy; he blamed her for not watching me. I sang for a while to cheer Mommy up, but then I
realized that she grieved more every time.
From then on, I sang only in private. Was choir an opportunity for me to grow and improve without affecting
Mommy?
Out of the corner of her eye, Paige saw a mockingbird, seemed to stare at her through the
glassy windowpane. She felt a sudden surge of determination to give it her all.
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Gift of Gold

IVANA CHOU; GRADE 6

The golden fingers of sunshine reach down,
tickling her flushed cheeks.
The sweet smell of roses sweeps by,
beckoning her to come to admire their beauty.
The lake shimmers silver and gold,
inviting her for a swim
Nothing seemed right,
She was there everyone,
no one had even noticed
She ignores the beauty around her,
walking past the surroundings.
She felt the world was about to end,
until she felt the blessing of friends.
Joy and happiness rush through her
warmer than sunshine,
sweeter than sugar.
The gift of friendship.
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EMILY CHEN; GRADE 6
Goose and Swan
“Look at that girl in rags!” a boy shouted across the playground. Anna Blake grimaced as
she looked down at her shabby hand-me-downs. She felt herself slide even more into the shadows
of the school building, as she thought about her drunken stepfather who would often beat her
mother. With a family of four children, anyone could imagine what trouble it was to feed and clothe
everyone. Anna was the eldest at ten years old, and then came James, Tina, and Jacob. Anna and
Mrs. Blake did their best to care for the family, but it was no easy job. Still, they were persistent in
their effort and persevered.
Anna ran into her classroom as soon as the bell rang, tears stinging her brown eyes. Anna
always felt like a crow in a flock of doves. She did not fit in among a sea of jeans, sweatshirts, and
boots. Her family was too poor to always keep up with fashion, and other girls blamed her for that.
A goose in a huge group of swans. That’s what I am, she thought sullenly. Anna was always an
outcast. She never felt like expressing herself at almost anything. She believed she would never be
able to do anything without being taunted by her peers.
After school while Anna was waiting for her siblings, a colorful poster caught her eye. Anna
could see the words: Play Written by Shakespeare- Two Gentlemen of Verona! She edged closer to
read the entire poster. Every student from age eight to age thirteen was welcome to come and
audition for parts. The play was something about lovers, a city, a runaway daughter of a duke, and a
reunion. The actors would get their share of the ticket profits This would never happen for an
amateur production! It looked interesting; Anna had never acted in anything before, but she thought
she might try it.
“Anna, what are you looking at?” James inquired. He had come up with Tina and Jacob.
“Take a look at this, James,” Anna stepped aside. James’ eyes squinted.
“A play? Anna, why would you want to be in a play?” James looked puzzled.
“I want to try it. It’s something new. Auditions begin tomorrow. We’ll tell Mom tonight.”
That night as Mr. Blake was in a fitful slumber, Anna eagerly told her mother about the
auditions.
“A play? That sounds wonderful! Go ahead and try out,” Mrs. Blake kissed her daughter.
“Now it’s bedtime. Go to sleep.”
~

~

~

The next day after school, Anna took a deep breath and walked into the school auditorium,
where auditions were held.
“Excuse me, are you here for tryouts?” a woman with long, red nails peered at Anna over
her silver-rimmed glasses.
“Yes,” Anna replied.
“Your name and age, please,” the woman opened a thick black binder.
“Anna Blake, age ten,” Anna answered shortly.
“Thank you. Now go down the stairs and turn left and you should see a door labeled
‘Auditions.’ Go in there. Good luck,” the woman said brusquely.
Anna entered a large room filled with people of all ages. Like she always felt when entering a
room full of people staring at her, her face turned a rosy red and she stopped. Anna hated going into
rooms where there were people that might laugh at her.
“Thank you for joining us today. Please go and join your age group. Tryouts begin in ten
minutes,” a man with dark brown hair and a thin mustache ushered her in. Anna saw paper signs
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that had numbers written in dark blue marker. She joined about eight boys and girls under the sign
with 10 on it.
“Hello, I’m Kathryn Moss. What’s your name?” a friendly girl in a dark blue coat asked
Anna.
“My name is Anna Blake. Thanks for introducing yourself.” Anna smiled at Kathryn,
relieved that at least someone was going to be nice.
“You’re welcome. How old are you? I’m ten, and I’m in sixth grade. My birthday comes
before the deadline which is why I’m not in fifth grade,” Kathryn replied with a smile.
“I’m ten, and I’m in fifth grade,” Anna was grateful for a friend. It made her feel like
someone cared about her and all her worries were slowly melting away while she was bathing in a
pool of kindness and friendship.
“Everyone, may I please have your attention?” another man in a black suit said over the
sounds of hushed conversations. Immediately, everyone turned and looked at him.
“My name is Mr. Greene. I am the director of the play for children ‘Two Gentlemen of
Verona.’ I will ask you to recite a couple of lines and judge on that. We will begin with the eight
year olds,” the man said. Anna inwardly groaned. She had wanted to hurry up and get the auditions
over with. Anna was so nervous as she waited for her turn that she nearly fell over. She was hoping
that there would be no unpronounceable words in her piece that she would stumble on and have
people giggle around her.
When Anna’s turn came, her heart was pumping so fast that she was certain others could
hear it beat. However, she calmly stepped to the center of the room and recited the lines of Silvia:
“The more shame for him that he sends it me;
for I have heard him say a thousand times.
Anna suddenly felt as a bird does when soaring high above the world. She felt pure
confidence and emotion suddenly shower down upon her, like rain falling from the sky.
Momentarily closing her eyes, a rush of joy and power swept into her and nestled in her heart. She
soared above the ground with other birds. She was no longer a lone bird hidden in a bush. Anna was
a full-fledged, flying bird that felt no fear of joining others in the sky. She continued to speak with
enthusiasm and emotion:
His Julia gave it him upon his departure.
Though his false finger have profaned the ring,
Mine shall not do his Julia so much wrong.”
As she confidently finished, a burst of applause sounded. Anna blushed and hurried back to
her group. The applause was the first time anyone other than her mom and siblings had ever
approved of anything she had done. It made her feel a little more like she belonged-something she
had never felt before. Mr. Greene was nodding approvingly as he wrote something in the big binder
the lady had written Anna’s name in. What caused her sudden change in confidence?
“That was great, Anna! I didn’t do half as well!” Kathryn grinned when Anna went and sat
next to her.
“I was so nervous! My legs felt like jelly,” Anna shivered as she hugged her legs to herself.
“I will post the results in this room by Monday. Have a good day, everyone,” Mr. Greene
said and sat back down at his desk. Kathryn and Anna rushed out with the other people and said
good-bye.
“See you on Monday, Kathryn!” called Anna.
“See you!”
On Monday, Anna walked slowly into the room. She went to the honey-oak table and
looked at the typed list. Under Silvia, her name was listed. Anna got a major part!
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At the bottom, someone had written in bold, black marker: Practice starts tomorrow at 3:15
p.m. Be punctual.
Auditions and practicing took up a big portion of Anna’s time. She had practice for two
hours in the afternoon, and practiced at home forty-five minutes afterwards. She was rewarded at
opening night.
Anna was dressed in a faded dark green velvet dress that she had dug out of a chest. She
knew her lines perfectly, but her legs were shaking. When she first entered stage, she was caught into
the play. She was no longer Anna; she became Silvia, the duke of Milan’s daughter. When the play
was over, she was amazed. She hadn’t thought about her family during the entire play! No one had
jeered about the dustiness of her dress, and she had been happy. A shower of applause filled the
room as Anna and the other people stepped back on stage to take a bow.
Anna loved acting. Even though her family was still as poor as mice, Anna had found a
home on stage. Nobody could laugh at her clothes, she received friends from acting, a chance to feel
like she belonged, and she did not have to think about raised eyebrows over eyes looking directly at
her. Anna knew that she had a talent for acting. She knew what two things made her feel good about
herself. Acting and friendship.
She felt like a swan with other swans. Acting had helped her find her inner self; a person
with confidence and a sense of beauty. Instead of groaning every school day, Anna now greeted it
with determination and confidence. Who cared if other people didn’t like her clothes? She felt
comfortable in her own skin. Anna didn’t need comments from others to know that she was fine the
way she was. She found her place in the world through acting and no longer felt like an outcast. She
had become a swan that wasn’t pure white. There were some gray feathers, but Anna was a swan,
not a goose.
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Charms

JESSIE ZHAO; GRADE 7

We all have something we treasure.
Something to even the odds, pass that test.
Help us get through tough times,
give us hope and confidence.
We call them lucky.
But what exactly is lucky?
There are four leaf clovers,
rabbit feet and upturned horseshoes.
And some more unconventional things.
Some say bats bring wealth while
Others claim they suck our blood.
Various fruits are valued and loved
while others simply devour them.
Luck is like beauty,
It’s in the eye of the beholder.
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JULIA JIN; GRADE 8
White Poppies
I could feel the warm sunlight on my skin as I gently drizzled water on the poppies around
me. They were many colors, some brilliant shades of red and orange. Each looked like a small
sunset, petals in rich and exquisite colors. The valley was filled with them, the nearby mountains
acting like borders, trying to contain the lush flowers.
Although the scarlet poppies were beautiful and warm, they made me feel sad each time I
looked at them. When I finished watering the red and orange poppies, I moved on to the others. On
the other side of the field were the white poppies. Their delicate petals that looked as if they would
break upon contact were still untainted.
Standing right in between the red and the white poppies was a magnificent apple tree. It
stood tall and mighty, strong and glorious. Its leaves rustled in the wind, resonating throughout the
valley like an orchestra.
The poppies swayed in the breeze gently. I treated each precisely and tenderly, for they were
not simply breathtaking flowers.
Each had its own life. Its own story.
The white poppies were those whose hearts were still clean, safe and unknown to the world.
They had yet to feel the pain of a betrayal, the hollowness of a death, the sadness of a failure. Yet
they were still oblivious to true happiness. I always made sure to never touch them. After all, it only
took so much to dirty something so pure.
An orange poppy was a little less fortunate. These poppies were older, as they had seen and
felt much more than a white poppy. Their hearts had been met with strife and anger, but also
compassion and kindness. Their orange shades were proof that they were still learning life’s many
faces, and still retained some of their old purity.
Finally, there were the red ones. They had been dyed crimson with blood, the hurt and
anguish in their lives, but also with passion, the love that they treasured so much. They were at the
end of their paths, having already felt what the world had to offer them. For the red poppies, there
was a special place for them once their petals became a deep burgundy.
I spotted a dark red poppy, and plucked it from the ground. I made my way to the long
stream that flowed through the mountains. This procedure was like second nature to me, as I could
do it with my eyes closed. After all, I had repeated it countless times, with thousands of poppies who
were ready for their final step. The water ran clear and pristine, shimmering in the sun’s rays. I
lowered the flower into the water. When the red petals touched the cool stream, the red colors were
stripped away, and all that was left was white. It was pure again.
My fingers slowly released the flower, and the current washed it away. It would be pure, and
ready to go out to the real world and truly live.
Now that I was done watering all the plants, I walked over to the apple tree and picked one
of its red fruit. The apple was succulent and juicy when I bit into it, and I could smell the fresh, crisp
aroma. When I finished it, the core faded away and was replaced by a single poppy seed.
I would plant this seed, and then it would grow to be white. Slowly, the flower would darken
and turn orange, before finally completing its trip by turning scarlet. Just as I did with all the others,
this poppy would be cared for and nurtured.
After all, I was the one who gave these poppies life. I would be the one to raise them, to
teach them the wonders and emotions experienced in life. Eventually, I’ll send them off to the outer
world after having taught them things. That was my job.
“I think,” I said, burying the seed in a small patch of dirt, “I’ll name you... Isabelle.”
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A woman gasped as people dressed in grey hospital scrubs handed her a small bundle of
cloth. Inside was a tiny squirming figure, struggling and crying, red-faced.
“It’s a girl,” one of them said. “What would you like to name her?”
The mother thought for a moment, and then smiled. “I would like to name her Isabelle.”
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WILLIAM SHAN; GRADE 7
Pursuit
My ears picked up their rapid footsteps, quickly shortening the distance that lay between us.
I didn’t dare to turn around. The angry shouts of the people being shoved aside by my pursuers
battered my ears. I winced, wanting to turn around and help these innocent bystanders but knowing
my mission at hand was of the utmost importance. My forehead was drenched in sweat from both
fatigue and nervousness. They would catch up soon. Doing the only thing my mind could conjure, I
dropped the case folder I had "borrowed" and turned right into a dark alleyway. The pitter-patter of
footsteps followed me in.
I willed my legs to keep going only to find a broken-down truck and a major accident scene
obstructing the other end of the passage. I smiled, that wicked look that my fellow agents knew so
well in my eye. There was no way I would get through this one; I knew it. A dark alleyway— what a
fitting place to meet my demise.
“Aghh.” I muttered hopelessly.
The footsteps pursuing me had finally stopped. Twisting around, I turned to face my
pursuers.
“There he is!” I heard the shout of the gang member that turned the corner. Was I prepared
to fight? No. A week with almost no sleep was beginning to take its toll. My eyes closed, a final sign
of submission. Someone up there must have been listening to my unspoken pleas.
“Hey! Old lady this is none of your business,” one of them hissed. I peeked open my eyes.
A short stubby woman had planted herself firmly between me and the two gang members.
“Hey ma'am I'm sorry but I can't let you do this," I called out.
“I can do whatever I want to do, understood? Jeez, you young people are so rebellious these
days.” She yelled and turned around, smashing the miscreant with her purse.
The second gang member lunged at this little woman, only to meet a barrage of pepper
spray. He stumbled back, clutching his eyes. This situation was so bizarre, and for some reason
golden strands of hair were mixed in with the white curly hair that grew on her head, though I paid
it no thought. My head was reeling from all the information it was taking in, but a chuckle managed
to make its way out of my throat. Gathering up all my will-power, I turned my eyes away from the
conflict, and climbed over the truck. Standing still for a moment, the calm allowed me to process all
that had just happened. No longer could I hear the turmoil. Man, was I lucky. But there was still
something I must accomplish. I tore the Sharpie out of my shirt pocket, rolled up my sleeve, and
copied down all from the file that I could recall as I melted into the crowd of onlookers near the
accident scene, ready to complete my errand.
~

~

~

I was at the party they had thrown for me— hardly fun, but very professional. The director
of our operation had even made some time and video called in, congratulating me.
"Congratulations agent. You have just collected enough intel to get a search permit. "
An old blond agent smiled at me, and we exchanged handshakes. Someone called me, and I
turned around, resuming my conversation. But wait—something about that woman... It was her!
The same voice, the same body structure, though she must have been a pretty good actor to have
fooled me as well. It must be. My eyes darted back to where she once stood, but she had vanished. I
scanned the crowd, but no sign of her remained. That was the second, and last time I ever laid my
eyes on the woman who saved my life.
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ERIC ZHONG; GRADE 6
Milestone for the Ages
READ THE FIRST INSTALLMENT OF “MILESTONE FOR THE AGES” IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE OF
OVERTURE!

Dean was again searching for food and money. He was a man, searching behind every dirty
garbage can and under every creaky bench, with horrible luck from the start. Dean wiped glistening
sweat from his oily forehead, sat on a wooden bench, and sighed, a cloud of mist obliterating his
sight temporarily. It was barely six in the morning, and there were a few walkers and bikers and
occasionally a taxi moving across the street in front of him.
Dean pondered recent events. About two weeks ago, he saved a man’s life on a precarious
bridge. This was like a token in Dean’s life, and he thought about a four-lettered word: luck. It was
simple, yet seemed so far away and so impossible. The more he thought about it, the more he craved
just for a single stroke of it. Right now, all he wanted was a granola bar, or even better—a sandwich.
Sighing, Dean stood up and saw a food cart rambling by. The man pushing it had a mustache and
looked very sleepy, as his hand accidentally knocked down a new ham and cheese sandwich. The
cart kept wheeling ahead, and Dean dived for the gift. He tore off the plastic wrapping and took a
huge bite. He chewed with delight but did not realize he was in the middle of the road. Thankfully,
or luckily, there were no cars around, so instead feeling the rush of a car going at 40 miles an hour,
he felt a gentle tap on his shoulder. It was a kind old man who gently told him that he was on the
road. Dean thanked the man and walked to his bench.
After he finally ate his sandwich and took a sip of juice, he noticed that two lucky events had
just occurred. Maybe things would start changing for him. Maybe, just maybe Dean would start
becoming lucky, and more and more good events would occur. He pondered the thought and
grinned. He then had a quick daydream of becoming a lawyer and owning a mansion on the side of a
mountain with his own pool. What a life.
The next day, Dean was walking by the lake. He saw some birds glide smoothly like an arrow
across it. His mind almost went on vacation, and he was zoning out. As Dean was gazing at the
lake’s wonderful sight, a crunch sounded. Dean was awoken by a mental slap to the face. He jumped
up, still swatting away the dream he just had. Then, a bigger and louder crunch rang across the lake.
Dean was in front of a twenty-six foot hill of cement and mud, and then it happened. Dean saw it,
and was immediately flashed back in time. He remembered when he was a happy child, with a very
good family and all the toys he wanted. He remembered a movie he saw. It showed an avalanche,
and then he was flashed again. He remembered when he was isolated from his family, and thinking
of the avalanche. Instead of mud and dirt, it was his terrible moments. The only thing waking Dean
up from the anecdotes now was hundreds of pounds of dirt. Dean did not remember what
happened.
Dean woke up, buried under dirt. He realized what happened, and clawed at the soil. Dean
was running out of oxygen, and his lungs ached. Dean pushed as hard as he could, and broke
surface. Gasping for air, he noticed civilians watching from above and some phoning the police.
Dean pulled himself out, and noticed a sharp twinge in his ribs. He looked down at his body, and
noticed some scrapes and bruises. Those did not pain him much: it was the ribs. He let out a gasp
and winced. As he cradled his damaged ribcage, Dean trudged home, ignoring the strangers and
their calls of worry.
A week passed by, and lucky events happened. First, Dean healed quickly and could finally
breathe without feeling a twinge in his chest. Also, Dean found twenty dollars inside a crevice of a
wall, had a free smoothie, found plenty of food, and even received a rusty, but still functioning bike
that someone offered him for free. He decided to reward himself, and walked to a fancy and
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flamboyant shop and bought a new jacket. It did not cost very much, but was good enough for him.
After the shopping was done, Dean walked back to his old shelter, with a few new perks and
upgrades. Instead of a metal and cardboard roof, Dean found the time to take some good timber
from a local junkyard. He boarded the wood with a rusty hammer and some nails he discovered next
to a construction building. The walls were also better, as he pleaded for some metal boards from the
local hardware store, and they let him have some. So, he dragged the boards back and managed to
be able to drive nails into them to create the sides of the wall. Deciding that the sudden change from
wood to metal was unfitting, Dean again hauled some timber to his shelter and boarded those on the
metal board as well.
Dean sat down on a pile of old pillows that he called his couch. After a deep breath and a
sigh, he decided on what he should do for the remainder of the day. He decided to go on a bike ride
to the square plaza, and check out some things there. He pedaled hard to the plaza, and was greeted
with great noise. Dean looked to see what was going on, and a huge sign to his right said: Athletics
Contest, Winner of Any Sport Receives 2,500 Dollars! Dean rode closer and he could see a crowd of
people signing up for sports. Dean looked closer at the finer print, and saw the categories and
events: basketball, baseball, football, soccer, hockey, tennis, track and field, swimming, badminton,
volleyball, boxing, and a semi-marathon. Dean looked at each individual event, and frustration built
up. He did not know how to play baseball, did not know the rules of football, was horrible with his
feet for soccer, could not shoot a basketball for his life, not determined enough to put his body on
the line too much for hockey, did not know how to play tennis, disliked track and field, could not
swim well, and all of the other sports he barely even heard of. But, desperate for money, Dean
walked to the sign-ups.
He weaved his way through the packed crowed, and there was a security line with people
behind desks with clipboards, signing individuals up for a sport. Dean politely waited his turn, and
when it was his turn, he felt nervous. His lips trembled as he asked, “Um, are there, uh, any spots
left?” as the clipboards looked packed.
“Hmm, let me check,” said the elderly man with huge glasses. He flipped through the pages,
and Dean could not help but feel nervous that there were no sports left. Then, the man smiled and
said, “Two spots left for boxing.”
“Thank you.”
“No problem,” and the old man smiled and yelled, “Next!”
Boxing. It just had to be boxing. Of all of the sports it had to be boxing. He despised violence, and did
not know how to fight and punch correctly. But, again luckily as he rode his bike back to his home,
he noticed a sign being put up on a new store: Free Boxing Lessons For First 20 People To Sign Up!
Come in Now! Dean skidded his bike and pedaled to the storefront. He leaned the bike on the wall,
and rung the bell as he walked in.
A young man in his thirties with a strong torso and black spiked hair greeted him. “Hello,”
he said, “you were the first person to come here. May I have your name?”
“Dean Bell.”
The man introduced himself as trainer Joe. He invited Dean in and they walked through a
door to a large space with a boxing ring in it. Joe turned the lights on, and told him to step in the
ring. He loaned Dean some gear, and they started with basics. Dean realized that he was a good
student, and learned basic punches and footing in two hours. Joe invited Dean to come again
tomorrow so that they could plan a schedule.
After two months of very hard training, it was competition time. First came the marathon,
and then all of the other sports. Then, it was boxing. Joe would be in Dean’s corner. Surprisingly,
thanks to a special technique Joe had taught him, Dean brushed through everyone with knockouts
until the finals, the last and biggest match. His opponent was four inches taller than him, and
weighed thirty more pounds. Dean had to use his lightweight skills. The referee rung the bell, and
everyone was on their feet. Many cheered for Dean. Dean shook hands with his opponent, and they
began.
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His opponent was more of a pure striker, so Dean had to use his footing. They began with
jabs, but his opponent landed some heavy strikes on Dean’s chest and head. Dean was already tired,
but he had a very strong determination. He was knocked down twice, but kept on getting back up.
Then, his opponent out of frustration used all of his force in a wild punch, and found its mark on
Dean’s head. It was the end of the round, and Joe wiped sweat from Dean and gave him some
water. He gave him a strategy, one that he had used himself. It was to let his opponent do all of the
heavy haymakers, and taking his momentum against his bigger opposition. The referee started the
last round, and Dean knew that he had to do something huge. And he did. It may have been the fast
knockout ever. His gargantuan opponent charged towards him with a huge knockout punch, but
Dean dodged under his arm, and his opponent hit the ropes. It was his only chance. Dean threw
four heavy shots to his opponent’s stomach, all of them finding its mark. His opponent doubledover, and Dean sent a side shot. Then, his opponent was on one knee, and sent an uppercut at
Dean. It found its mark, in his opponent’s head. In reality, Dean blocked and used the punch’s
momentum as well as all of his strength in one knockout punch.
The official raised Dean’s hand, and the crowd went nuts. After being congratulated by Joe
and the crowd, he received his monetary prize, but was told of something else that he had not
known about. Then man said that there was an award ceremony, and the best match would win the
grand prize: 10,000 dollars. Dean’s jaw dropped. Ten thousand. Ten thousand. Dean pocketed the
money and sat in a chair. Joe kept on jabbering about his match, but Dean just nodded. Small prizes
were given out, but the final prize was given to: Dean Bell, match of the contest! The crowd
exploded, and Dean smiled as he took his grand prize. Dean was so happy for himself. All of the
bruises and fights and trainings paid off.
Dean rode his bike back after a shower in the lockers. He rested on his couch again, and
thought of the day. The money was stacked in a locked container. Maybe life was getting better.
Maybe it was getting luckier. Dean thought and pondered, and went to sleep. But, things were only
getting luckier, almost unrealistically, so would they continue?
CHECK OUT THE APRIL ISSUE TO FINISH READING “MILESTONES FOR THE AGES!”
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RAJITA PUJARE & RAINA JOHN; GRADE 6
Sunshine
READ THE FIRST TWO INSTALLMENTS OF “SUNSHINE” IN THE JANUARY AND FEBRUARY ISSUES OF
OVERTURE!

Melt the ice around your soul
Have a forgiving nature
Your heart is a fireplace,
Warm, welcoming, and whole.
Oh, cure your broken heart.
Let out your sadness
Sunshine, oh sunshine...
Time for a fresh start.
Tears sprung to my eyes. Blinking rapidly, I held them back with difficulty. Those gray eyes
were just too powerful—they reminded me too much of Mother.
I turned my head to look at Juliana again. Where did she get that locket? Mother probably
gave it to her before she left. Why was she crying over it? I thought that she just wanted to forget us.
I didn’t know she would be so affected by Mother’s death.
We were both going through the same trauma. If you were just a bit nicer, maybe both of you could
have handled her death. I stared down at my bare feet, and slowly slid my back down against the wall
until I was in a crouching position. Mother, if you were here. Everything would be better. A strange feeling of
guilt haunted me, and I was starting to feel weak. My legs wanted to collapse but I kept myself up. I
gazed at Juliana once again, and the resemblance of Mother in her face pushed me to the verge of
tears.
I fled from the room before I could cry.
~

~

~

The next day, when I came down the stairs and arrived in the kitchen, I found a plate of
fresh and warm buttermilk biscuits and gravy waiting for me. Juliana wasn’t there, but from what I
saw yesterday, I couldn’t help feeling worried again. Still, the meal looked so appealing and
delectable that I couldn’t help but lick the plate clean.
I didn’t want to put my plate on the counter top this time, so I got up and placed my plate in
the sink. The window above the sink was fogged up covered with condensation, and a velvet red
box was very obvious against it. A tag was attached to it, and it read in big, clear letters “To Olivia,
from Juliana.”
I felt curious and surprised at the same time. I don’t deserve one, I thought sullenly.
I reached a hand out, and grasped the box from where it was perched on the windowsill.
The velvet was soft against my fingers warm unlike the chilly windowsill. Finally, with trembling
fingers, I opened it.
I wasn’t prepared for what was inside.
No, I protested in my head. She needs it.
The locket. How could she give me the locket?
My mother’s face still looked beautiful on old, torn paper. After at her picture for about five
minutes, I realized I couldn’t refuse. I needed it too.
But how could she give it? How could she sacrifice something that meant so much to her?
For me? I had many pictures of her. This was more valuable, though. Something from her.
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I can’t believe I hated her. Yes, I had a reason to, but now I had to forgive her. It would be
unfair if I didn’t. She had changed from the boastful, stuck-up teenager she once was and was now a
caring, selfless adult.
I clutched the locket to my chest and climbed back up to my room.
~

~

~

“Lunch!” A warm and familiar voice rang in my ears. It was Juliana, sounding like her old
self, carrying with her delicious, tempting aromas of spices. That alone was enough to make me go
downstairs.
Practically flying down the stairs, I lightly landed on the ground, wearing a giddy smile on my
face. Juliana and Diana were seated at the table, and they had just finished praying. “Amen,” they
chanted with their eyes closed. Then, they saw me and my silly grin. Their faces displayed genuine
bewilderment, although Juliana’s eyes couldn’t suppress a hint of relief.
“Pasta?” I asked.
“Yeah. Creamy Cajun Chicken Pasta,” replied Juliana.
“Count me in.”
Diana scrutinized me dubiously, not believing my new self. “Have you gone crazy or
something? There’s something wrong with you.”
I smiled casually, in spite of her comment. “The usual Diana. Rude and open, stubborn and
impatient,” I replied.
To my surprise, Diana just laughed heartily, setting down her fork. “Wow. You’re one of a
kind. No one usually dares to insult me.”
I smirked. “Insulting you is easy.”
We jeered and offended each other, and in doing so, became friendly with each other.
Diana finished her pasta in flash, soon getting up to put her bowl away. Juliana looked at
Diana’s empty bowl worriedly. She switched to her gaze to me, then back. “Was the pasta good? I
might’ve put too much salt...Or maybe too little...”
“No, no!” Diana hurriedly assured her. “It’s perfect! Actually,” she added, while quickly
sitting down, “I was just going to ask for another serving!”
“Right!” I joined in. “I loved it! I don’t think I’ve tasted anything this tasty in my entire life!” I
meant it, too.
“Really?” Juliana still looked a bit doubtful.
“Well,” I admitted, “Thirteen years isn’t exactly long. Still it deserves to be served in a
gourmet restaurant!”
Juliana finally smiled, consoled. We continued on eating and talking, sharing experiences and
cracking jokes.
Like a family.
When we all finished, Diana left to go to ballet class, and Juliana and I were alone.
Awkward silence. Both of us shifted uncomfortably in our chairs. I realized how much of a
difference Diana’s presence could make, warming an otherwise chilly environment with ease.
“So...” Juliana started. “Why don’t we take a walk?”
“Okay,” I answered, unable to think of anything to say.
We silently walked out the house. Cars rushed past on the crowded road ahead. We
somehow crossed and I let out a sigh of relief when we stepped into the solitary park. There was no
path, but I was fine just stepping in the snow. Everything was white in the barren horizon, except
for a few bare trees.
“So, after I left, did you still live in San Diego?” Juliana asked.
I nodded.
“Good, good.” She kept her eyes down. “Yes, it is hard adjusting from hot San Diego to
cold New York City. But you’ll get used to it.”
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I didn’t answer.
“Yes, I know San Diego’s very sunny. But we get sun here too.”
I stayed quiet not knowing what to say. I suddenly noticed the awkward silence between me
and Juliana. She abruptly broke down into tears.
Startled, I took a step backwards, but just to steady myself.
"I'm sorry," Juliana said, her voice coming out in ragged gasps. "I shouldn't have; it was an
escape."
"And I shouldn't have judged you," I interrupted firmly, surprising myself.
Juliana's glassy blue eyes peered at me for a minute, then filled up with tears again.
"Don't cry," I sighed, patting Juliana's back. "And don't think about what we shouldn't have
done." I paused for a moment, thinking. Would she remember?
"Remember Sunshine?" I asked softly, my voice a murmured whisper.
Juliana's head slowly turned towards me, her face frowning. She slowly closed her eyes,
thinking hard. Finally, she let out a melodious, hummed tune.
I smiled with relief.
“Mother will always be with us,” I reassured Juliana. And myself.
Forgive those you hate.
Discard all of your anger.
Cleanse your soul of sins.
Love lies in your fate.
Oh, cure your broken heart.
Let out your sadness.
Sunshine, oh sunshine...
Time for a fresh start.
The memories of her song, lingered in the air. Thank you, Mother.
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